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SUMMARY 

 

This paper illustrates the combination of continuous GPS measurement with robust method for 

deformation detection to GPS station position change. A software system named Continuous 

Deformation Analysis System (ConDAS) has been developed at Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. 

It was specially designed to work with high precision GPS processing software (i.e. Bernese 5.0) 

for coordinate monitoring. The main components of ConDAS are: parameter extraction (from 

Bernese output), deformation detection (via IWST and S-transformation) and graphical 

visualisation. Two assessments were included in this paper. Test results show that the system 

performed satisfactorily, significant displacement can be detected and the stability information of 

all monitored stations can be obtained. This paper highlights the architecture, the design of the 

software system and the results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Continuous Global Positioning System (GPS) networks record station position changes with 

millimetre-level accuracy have revealed that GPS is capable of detecting the significant 

deformations on various spatial and temporal scales (Ji and Herring 2011; Li and Kuhlmann 

2010; Cai et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2006). However, a rigorous deformation analysis technique is still 

required for preparing a versatile and comprehensive spatial displacement results. To date, 

several continuous deformation monitoring systems are operational, such as SCIGN (Hudnut et 

al. 2001), GOCA (Jager et al. 2006) and DDS (Danisch et al. 2008). This study employs a robust 

method known as Iteratively Weighted Similarity Transformation (IWST) and final S-

Transformation to the daily GPS position time series. 

 

A window-based software system for GPS deformation detection and analysis via robust method, 

called Continuous Deformation Analysis System (ConDAS), has been developed at Universiti 

Teknologi Malaysia. It is a software system that solely designed to work with high precision GPS 

processing software (i.e. Bernese 5.0) for coordinate monitoring. The main components of 

ConDAS are: parameter extraction (from Bernese output), deformation detection and graphical 

visualisation. All these components are integrated in one environment using MATLAB.  

 

This paper describes the design and architecture of ConDAS and highlights the deformation 

analysis results from two assessments. In fact, the robust IWST method that employed by 

ConDAS is typically used for structural deformation monitoring such as dam, slope and etc. 

However, this study combines IWST and final S-Transformation techniques to Continuous 

Operating Reference Station (CORS) coordinate monitoring. Larger monitoring area was 

analysed using robust method for the first time. Promising results have been obtained through the 

assessment. 

 

2. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT APPROACH 

  

This study is devoted to develop a software system that adapts to GPS deformation detection and 

analysis for GPS CORS network. Due to the extraordinary demands for displacement detection 

accuracy, high precision GPS processing software, namely Bernese 5.0 is employed. Figure 1 

outlines the process of entire study.  
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Figure 1: The outline of developed deformation detection system  

 

ConDAS is designed to work with Bernese software for deformation detection and analysis, thus 

this study comprises of two parts: GPS data processing strategy (via Bernese) and deformation 

analysis strategy (via ConDAS). 

 

2.1 GPS Data Processing Strategy 

 

There are numbers of GPS deformation monitoring study using Bernese to process GPS data 

(Haasdyk et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2005; Jia 2005; Janssen 2002; Vermeer 2002). By implementing 

the Bernese software, data cleaning, cycle slip detection, ambiguity resolution and network 

adjustment of GPS data all can be achieved to meet the desired criteria. The processing procedure 

using Bernese Processing Engine (BPE) with double difference is illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

Basically, the entire GPS processing step is divided into three parts: preparation, pre-processing 

and processing. The preparation part deals with computing a priori coordinate file, preparing the 

orbit and earth orientation files in Bernese formats, converting RINEX files to Bernese format, 

synchronising the receiver clocks to GPS time and producing an easy to read overview of 

available data. Meanwhile, the pre-processing part handles the creation of single difference files, 

editing of the cycle slips and removal of suspect observation. The processing part is responsible 

to resolve the ambiguity. After computing a solution with real valued ambiguities the Quasi 

Ionosphere Free (QIF) strategy is used to resolve ambiguities to their integer numbers. 

Subsequently, the processing part computes and provides the fixed ambiguity solution. A 

summary results file is saved and dispensable output files are removed at the final stage of 

processing. 
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Figure 2: Double difference GPS processing method using BPE 

 

The GPS data are post-processed using Bernese 5.0 software. In order to capitalise the 

deformation analysis context, some GPS data processing parameters and models were carefully 

configured as listed in Table 1. In spite of the general script in Bernese GPS software 5.0, some 

processing scripts are slightly change to well fit the requirement of deformation analysis. For 

instance, the function of script SNGDIF (in the pre-processing part) is used to generate single-

difference files from two zero-difference files. In other word, program SNGDIF is employed to 

form baselines only from zero-difference observation files. There are plenty of options to be 

selected for generating the single-difference observation files for network solution. In general the 

option OBS-MAX guarantees the best performance for the processing of a network using correct 

correlations. However, there is another option that fit the demand of deformation analysis, called  

DEFINED option, in which only the predefined baselines from a baseline definition file are 

created. The selection of DEFINED option has significant impact on the determination of total 

number of parameters involved for every epoch. 

 

Table 1: Parameters and models used in GPS data processing 

Parameters Strategy 
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Input data 

Network design 

Elevation cut-off angle  

Daily 

DEFINED 

5° 

Sampling rate 30 seconds 

Orbits/ EOP IGS final orbits (SP3) and Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP) 

Ocean-loading model FES2004 

Ambiguities solution Fixed, resolved using QIF strategy 

Differencing level Double 

 

Generally, Bernese GPS Software allows user to control the processing strategies or even skip 

certain redundant scripts (highlighted in Figure 2) during processing. Thus, for deformation 

analysis purpose, the following redundant scripts are skipped: HELMR1, R2S_SUM, R2S_SAV 

and R2S_DEL. 

 

Besides, the command line of searching clock correction file (P1C1yymm.DCB and 

P1P2yymm.DCB) had been removed or disable from the R2S_COP script that stored in the 

directory C:\GPSUSER\SCRIPT. Eventually, the GPS data processing was performed without 

the clock correction file and it has been verified that no significant influence on final Bernese 

output by incessant trial and error. At last, three types of result files were generated for every 24-

hour epoch, for instance: a priori coordinate file and adjusted coordinate file in STA folder (e.g.: 

APR110010.CRD & R1_110010.CRD), along with covariance file in OUT folder (e.g.: 

R1_11001.COV). 

 

2.2 Deformation Analysis Technique and Software Development 

 

The determination of deformations is mainly formed from two parts. The first is the measurement 

of deformation and the second is the analysis of these measurements (Aguilera et al. 2007). 

However, deformation analysis using the geodetic method mainly consists of a two-step analysis 

via independent adjustment of the network of each epoch, followed by deformation detection 

between the two epochs (Setan and Singh 2001). In this case, network adjustment is handled by 

Bernese 5.0 software and ConDAS carries out the two-epoch deformation analysis. 

 

Generally, conventional deformation analysis applied in geodesy (Caspary 1988) extracts the 

deformation vectors and the variance-covariance matrix. In this classification, Iteratively 

Weighted Similarity Transformation (IWST) tends to compute the displacement vector and its 

variance-covariance matrix by iteratively changing weight matrix, W. In fact, IWST method 

belongs to the family of “robust” methods. IWST method finds the best datum, with minimal 

distorting influence on the vector of displacement (Chrzanowski et al. 1994). However, for the 

deformation analysis here we strongly recommended the final S-transformation (with respect to 

stable reference points) after the IWST is applied. A flow chart of IWST with final S-

Transformation method is illustrated in Figure 3. For further computation of IWST and S-

Transformation, please refer to Lim (2012), Lim et al. (2010) and Chen et al. (1990). 
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Figure 3: Flow chart of IWST with final S-Transformation that deployed in ConDAS 

 

Two-epoch deformation analysis was employed in this study. From Figure 3, when comparing 

the two epochs of data (Epoch i: Xi ,      ; Epoch j: Xj  ,      ) , the vector of displacements (dc) and 

(Qdc) its cofactor matrix are calculated as shown in Lim et al (2010):  

 

 
ijc XXd          (1) 

 
jic xxd QQQ          (2) 

 

In Equations (1) and (2), Xi and Xj must be in the same datum. An S-transformation with respect 

to the same datum must be conducted before the calculation of d (Figure 3).  

 

At the beginning of the deformation analysis, the first matrix which must be computed is the 

weight matrix, W. For the first iteration (k=1), the matrix W is equal to I (i.e. W=I), where all the 

diagonal elements are 1 and all other elements are 0. In the second (k+1) and all subsequent 

iterations, the diagonal elements of the weight matrix are defined as:  

 

 ]/1[),( )()1( kk ddiagiiW    (3) 
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For 1-D networks, there are some differences for the calculation of d’ and Qd’. Firstly, the 

displacements d are arranged in increasing order. The median is assigned unit weight 1 and zero 

weight is assigned to the other displacements d. If the total number of d is an even number, the 

two middle (median) displacements d are assigned unit weight 1 and zero weight is assigned to 

the other displacement d (Chen et al. 1990). Then, the new vector of displacements d’ and its 

cofactor matrix Qd’ are (Chen et al. 1990): 

 

 |}|min{'

zi tWd    (4) 

 T

dd SSQQ 
,   

(5) 

 

where  tz = mean value of the middle displacements and  

 di = the displacement of point i.  

 S = similarity transformation matrix = I – G(G
T
WG)
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 G = inner constraint matrix 

 

For a 2-D network, the elements of the weight matrix W are computed as follow: 
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where k is the iteration number.    

                              

For a 3-D network, the elements of the weight matrix W are computed as follow: 
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It is possible that some d
(k)

 may approach zero during the iterations, causing numerical 

instabilities, because w
(k)

 becomes very large. There are two ways to solve this problem (Chen et 

al. 1990): 
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i. Setting a lower bound (e.g. 0.0001 m). If dc
(k)

 is smaller than the lower bound value, its 

weight is set to zero, or 

ii. Replacing the weight matrix as w
(k)

 = 1 / (dc
(k)

 + δ ), where δ  is a tolerance value. 

In this study, the first solution has been chosen and it is preferable to limit the weight matrix for 

avoiding the long computation. 

 

After that, dc
(k+1)

 is computed using the following equation (Chen et al. 1990) 

 

 
k

c
Kk

c dSd '11' 
   (8)   

         k

c

kTkT dWGGWGGI ))(( 111       (9) 

 

The G matrix is an inner constraint matrix. The dimensions of the G matrix are different for 1-D, 

2-D and 3-D networks. For a GPS network, the matrix G is illustrated as Equation 10.  
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Further details are given in Chen et al. (1990) and Chrzanowski et al. (1994). The iterative 

procedure continues until the absolute differences between the successive transformed 

displacements d are smaller than a tolerance value δ  , 0.0001 m (Chen et al. 1990): 

 

 


|| '1' k

c

k

c dd   (11) 

 

In the last iteration, a final S-transformation is performed to get the actual value of the 

displacement vector by using stable reference points (as verified by the previous IWST analysis) 

as datum. Consequently, elements of weight matrix, W are assigned 1 for stable reference points 

and 0 for other points to achieve the final S-transformation. Hence, the principle of congruency 

testing (Setan and Singh, 2001) is used for calculating the actual deformation displacement 

vector. In the final iteration, the displacement vector d(c,o)
(F)

 and the final cofactor matrix Qd(c,o)
 (F)

 

of displacement vector  are computed as: 
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where  S
F
 = I – G(G

T
W

(F)
G)

-1
 G

T
W

(F)
 and W

(F)
 = 1 for stable reference points and 0 for other 

points based on the previous IWST analysis.   

 

When the vectors of the displacements and the variance-covariance matrix of each point are 

computed, the stability information of each point can be determined through a single point test. 

The displacement values and the variance-covariance matrix are compared with a critical value. 
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Assuming the point i is tested, then, the algorithms are as follow (Chen et al. 1990; Setan and 

Singh 2001): 

  

 
2

1

ˆ
o

id

T

i

i
σm.

dQd
T i



 ~  F (ud, df, α )  (14) 

where 

  

di  =   displacement vector of point i 

 Qdi    =   variance-covariance matrix of point i 

 ud      =   dimension of the confidence region (1, 2 or 3) 

 df     =   sum of degrees of freedom of epochs i and j 

 α      =   significance level (usually chosen as 0.05) 

 
2ˆ
o
σ   =   pooled variance factor 

                        =   

       
2ˆ
i
σ , 2ˆ

j
σ  =   a posteriori variance factors of epoch i and epoch j. 

dfi , dfj =   degrees of freedom of epoch i and epoch j. 

 

If the above test passes (i.e., Ti ≤ F (ud, df, α)) then the point is assumed to be stable at a 

significance level α. Otherwise, if the test fails (i.e., Ti > F (ud, df, α)) then the point is assumed to 

have moved.  

 

In principle, ConDAS has been developed using Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB). This software 

system is tentatively developed to detect the unstable stations in a deformation monitoring 

network by IWST method and S-Transformation to analyse the GPS results in the deformation 

perspective. Figure 4 illustrates the overall workflow of ConDAS.  
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Figure 4: Architecture of ConDAS (Lim et al., 2011) 

 

As an overall, ConDAS consists of three modules: parameters extraction module, deformation 

detection module and visualisation module. The architecture and function of modules are 

described respectively as following.  

 

2.2.1 Parameters Extraction Module 

 

After high accuracy coordinates computation from Bernese GPS software, a posteriori variance 

factor, degree of freedom and variance-covariance matrices can be obtained from the result files. 

These parameters are required in order to perform the two-epoch deformation analysis. In other 

words, these parameters are the inputs of deformation analysis. For this study, a Bernese 

parameter extraction module has been created using MATLAB as illustrated in Figure 5(a). It 

was designed to suit with Bernese in order to extract the required parameters according to the 

format of Bernese results files. A warning message will pop out if the specify parameters are 

unavailable in the Bernese output file. A deformation input file in text file (.txt) was generated 

after parameters extraction from Bernese output as shown in Figure 5(b).  
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Figure 5(a): GUI of parameters extraction                               Figure 5(b): Example format of deformation 

input file. 

 

2.2.2 Deformation Detection Module 

 

The core of deformation analysis program is the implementation of IWST algorithm. However, 

initial checking of data and test on variance ratio are important to ensure that common points, 

similar approximate coordinates and same points names are used in two epochs. Thus, there is a 

statistic test termed variance ratio test that need to be conducted in order to determine the 

compatible weighting between two epochs, and any further analysis should be stopped at this 

stage if test is rejected. The test statistic is referred to as Equation 15 (Lim et al. 2010; Setan and 

Singh 2001). 

 

),,(~
ˆ

ˆ

2

2

ij

oi

oj
dfdfFT 




  

 

with j and i represent the larger and smaller variance factors, F is the Fisher’s distribution,    is 

the chosen significance level (typically     = 0.05) and dfi and dfj are the degrees of freedom for 

epoch i and j respectively. 

 

In this module, two-epoch deformation analysis were performed in two stages: i) stability 

analysis of reference stations using IWST and single point test; and ii) deformation analysis of 

all stations by final S-transformation and single point test. Indication of a set of stable control 

stations was crucial in order to compute the displacement vectors of all monitored stations 

respectively. Deformation detection module of ConDAS as illustrated in Figure 6(a) currently 

utilises a single point test in detecting displacement that reject any point with its displacement 

extends beyond the confidence region (Chrzanowski et al. 1994). It is flagged as unstable if a 

given point fails the test at the specified confidence level. At the final stage of program, a 

summarised deformation output file could be generated as shown in Figure 6(b). It contains the 

summary of file used, statistical summary and station information whether the station is flagged 

as moved or stable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 
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deformation detection module  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6(b): Output file of deformation 

detection module 

2.2.3 Visualisation Module 

 

The function of the visualisation module is twofold: i) to view the stability results of every two-

epoch analysis; ii) to generate the deformation trend over a selected period. In fact, the stability 

results in numerical and graphical modes are provided and visualised together with error ellipse 

and displacement vector for every monitored station. Besides, fluctuation of displacement vector 

over a period can be visualised via this module. Some data statistics (e.g.: maximum, minimum 

and standard deviation values over that particular period) also can be obtained from visualisation 

module. Figure 7 presents the GUI of visualisation module 

 

 
Figure 7: GUI of visualisation module. 

 

3. TEST RESULTS 

 

Two test results were included in this paper for assessment purpose. Due to the CORS coordinate 

monitoring is the aim of the study, two sets of GPS data were collected from Malaysia Real Time 

Kinematic GNSS Network (MyRTKnet) and Iskandar Malaysia CORS Network 

(ISKANDARnet) (Shariff et al. 2009). The first set of data was used to validate the software 

system by Aceh earthquake incident, the latter one was utilised to monitor the displacement trend 

of every GPS stations within the network.  

 

3.1 Test Results 1: Validation of System using Aceh Earthquake 

 

Lately, the validation of the entire system was conducted by using the existing GPS data set from 

MyRTKnet. The processed data set started from 4
th

 Dec 2004 until 31
st
 Dec 2004 (i.e. before and 

after the Aceh earthquake incident on 26
th

 Dec 2004). Total six of IGS stations (ALIC, DARW, 

DGAR, HYDE, KARR and KUNM) have been chosen as the control points and two stations 

from MyRTKnet: JHJY and LGKW were selected as object points. Figure 8 illustrates network 

distribution of selected IGS and MyRTKnet stations. 
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Figure 8: Network distribution of six IGS 

stations and two MyRTKnet stations 

 

However, only the stable control point (among 

the selected IGS station) that being verified by 

ConDAS can be used as datum to compute the 

displacement vectors of object points. 

Throughout the analysis, all stations were stable before the earthquake happen. However, the 

results show the LGKW station was moved start from 26
th

 Dec 2004 and onwards. These results 

are similar with findings from Jhonny (2010). Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the fluctuation of 

displacement vectors for JHJY and LGKW.  

 

 
 

Figure 9: Fluctuation of displacement 

vectors of station JHJY in Easting, Northing 

and Up.  

Figure 10: Fluctuation of displacement 

vectors of station LGKW in Easting, 

Northing and Up.  
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From Figure 9, there were no significant movements detected at station JHJY during the incident 

occurred and the days onwards. The maximum displacement vectors were varied from 0.003m to 

0.023m. However, significant movements were detected at station LGKW at the day of year 361 

and onwards (Figure 10). The displacement vectors were diverged from 0.007m to 0.167m. 

Table 2 shows the stability information in numerical results.  

 

Table 2: The displacement vectors of station JHJY and LGKW 

Date[D/M/Y] / Day of 

Year 

JHJY LGKW 

Disp. Vector 

[m] 

Status Disp. Vector 

[m] 

Status 

22-12-2004/ 357 0.0108 Stable 0.0108 Stable 

23-12-2004/ 358 0.0085 Stable 0.0206 Stable 

24-12-2004/ 359 0.0111 Stable 0.0138 Stable 

25-12-2004/ 360 0.0115 Stable n/a n/a 

26-12-2004/ 361 0.0119 Stable 0.1439 Moved 

27-12-2004/ 362 0.0221 Stable 0.1609 Moved 

28-12-2004/ 363 0.0234 Stable 0.1644 Moved 

29-12-2004/ 364 0.0209 Stable 0.1665 Moved 

30-12-2004/ 365 0.0153 Stable 0.1657 Moved 

31-12-2004/ 366 0.0191 Stable 0.1629 Moved 

n/a = data not available 

 

3.2 Test Results 2: Deformation Trend of ISKANDARnet 

 

There were seven stations in the deformation monitoring network, four from the IGS stations 

were used as reference (i.e. COCO, NTUS, PIMO, XMIS) and three stations from 

ISKANDARnet (ISK1, ISK2 and ISK3) were used as object points as illustrated in Figure 11.  
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Figure 11: The deformation monitoring network for ISKANDARnet  

 

GPS data processing and two-epoch deformation analysis were performed using two years (1
st
 

Jan 2010 – 31
st
 Dec 2011) GPS data. However, ISKANDARnet was undergone some rigorous 

on-site maintenance during March, July and August of year 2010 and early of April until Jun of 

year 2011. Thus, no GPS data was available on that specified period. After the GPS data 

processing was carried out with Bernese software, two-epoch deformation analysis (at 5% 

significance level) were performed in two stages: i) stability analysis of reference stations using 

IWST; and ii) deformation analysis of all stations. The stability of reference stations was vital in 

order to select a set of stable reference stations to conduct the analysis for all stations in the 

monitoring network. The results of stability analysis of two epoch’s data (4
th

 and 5
th

 Jan 2010) in 

Table 3 confirmed that all four reference stations were stable. 

 

Table 3: Stability analysis of the four reference stations using IWST 

Station Dx [m] Dy [m] Dz [m] Disp.Vect [m] 
Test statistic vs 

critical value 
Status 

COCO -0.0017 -0.0021 0.0040 0.0048 0.0066 < 2.60547 stable 

NTUS 0.0005 0.0001 0.0001 0.0005 0.0012 < 2.60547 stable 

XMIS -0.0038 0.0116 -0.0011 0.0122 0.0043 < 2.60547 stable 

PIMO 0.0051 -0.0030 -0.0029 0.0066 0.0015 < 2.60547 stable 

 

Subsequently, deformation analysis of all seven stations was carried out via final S-

transformations based on the stable reference points (Table 3). All seven stations were verified as 

stable (Table 4). Consequently, the results obtained illustrate that the movement experienced by 

the GPS CORS stations at cm level can be detected. However, there was no significant 

movement as shown in Table 4. 

 

COCO 
XMIS 

PIMO 

NTUS 

NTUS 
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Table 4: Stability of all monitoring stations using final S-Transformation based on four stable 

reference points 

Station Dx [m] Dy [m] Dz [m] Disp.Vect [m] Test statistic vs critical value Status 

COCO -0.0007 -0.0025 0.0023 0.0034 0.0026 < 2.60521 stable 

NTUS 0.0026 -0.0038 -0.0005 0.0046 0.0021 < 2.60521 stable 

XMIS -0.0002 0.0029 -0.0006 0.0030 0.0005 < 2.60521 stable 

ISK3 -0.0023 0.0036 -0.0010 0.0044 0.0018 < 2.60521 stable 

ISK2 -0.0016 0.0023 -0.0013 0.0031 0.0017 < 2.60521 stable 

ISK1 0.0002 0.0054 -0.0008 0.0055 0.0022 < 2.60521 stable 

PIMO -0.0018 0.0033 -0.0012 0.0040 0.0016 < 2.60521 stable 

 

Next, GPS data (1
st
 Jan 2010 – 31

st
 Dec 2012) have been processed and analysed continually 

using the devised technique. The epoch on 4
th 

Jan 2010 and 1
st
 Jan 2011 were selected as 

reference epoch for year 2010 and year 2011 respectively that any epochs against it. The results 

of stability analysis show all the stations are stable. The fluctuation of CORS stations: ISK1, 

ISK2 and ISK3 can be revealed through plotting in Northing, Easting and Up. Figure 12(a), 

12(b), 12(c) show the variation of ISK1, ISK2 and ISK3 in Easting, Northing and Up for year 

2010. Nevertheless, Figure 13(a), 13(b), 13(c) show the variation of ISK1, ISK2 and ISK3 in 

Easting, Northing and Up for year 2011.  

 

Figure 12(a): Variation of displacement 

vectors of ISK1 in Easting, Northing and Up 

for year 2010. 

 

Figure 12(b): Variation of displacement 

vectors of ISK2 in Easting, Northing and Up 

for year 2010. 
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Figure 12(c): Variation of displacement 

vectors of ISK3 in Easting, Northing and Up 

for year 2010. 

Figure 13(a): Variation of displacement 

vectors of ISK1 in Easting, Northing and Up 

for year 2011. 

 

 

 

Figure 13(b): Variation of displacement 

vectors of ISK2 in Easting, Northing and Up 

for year 2011. 

Figure 13(c): Variation of displacement 

vectors of ISK3 in Easting, Northing and Up 

for year 2011. 

 

With respect to Figure 12(a), Figure 12(b) and Figure 12(c), Easting component of ISK1, ISK2 

and ISK3 were suspicious that undergo some position changes throughout 2010. However, the 

displacements were considered still under the safe condition and this three monitored stations 

were deemed to be stable based on the computed deformation analysis results. As an overall, the 

largest standard deviation of ISK1, ISK2 and ISK3 reached 1.3 centimetres. It illustrates the 

obtained results was promising enough in the context of consistency. Table 5 shows the data 

statistics of ISKANDARnet stations in year 2010. 

 

Table 5: Statistical analysis of ISK1, ISK2 and ISK3 for year 2010 

 Delta Easting [m] Delta Northing [m] Delta Up [m] 
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ISK1 

Min -0.0376 -0.0112 -0.0325 

Max 0.0036 0.0135 0.0392 

Std 0.0114 0.0037 0.0094 

ISK2 

Min -0.0352 -0.0145 -0.0268 

Max 0.0017 0.0134 0.0183 

Std 0.0110 0.0041 0.0078 

ISK3 

Min -0.0427 -0.0100 -0.0333 

Max 0.0006 0.0138 0.0190 

Std 0.0132 0.0040 0.0092 

 

Consequently, regarding to Figure 13(a), Figure 13(b) and Figure 13(c) deformation analysis of 

ISKANDARnet was interrupted due to some rigorous on-site maintenance and software up-

grading throughout the year 2011. GPS data was not available that caused gaps to occur all the 

way in the plotting. In particular, largest standard deviation of ISK1, ISK2 and ISK3 achieved 

1.5 centimetres. From Figure 13(a), Figure 13(b) and Figure 13(c), Up component of three 

monitored stations was suddenly slumped from day of year 280 until day of year 365. Further 

site investigation was needed to ensure the location was free from threats. Nevertheless, all 

monitored stations were deemed to be stable and no significant displacement was detected in 

year 2011. Table 6 illustrates the data statistics of ISK1, ISK2, and ISK3 for year 2011. 

 

Table 6: Statistical analysis of ISK1, ISK2 and ISK3 for year 2011 

 Delta Easting [m] Delta Northing [m] Delta Up [m] 

ISK1 

Min -0.0336 -0.0265 -0.0441 

Max 0.0029 0.0166 0.0122 

Std 0.0080 0.0086 0.01525 

ISK2 

Min -0.0330 -0.0391 -0.0441 

Max 0.0026 0.0152 0.0085 

Std 0.0092 0.0114 0.0131 

ISK3 

Min -0.0158 -0.0279 -0.0350 

Max 0.0058 0.0137 0.0185 

Std 0.0043 0.0082 0.0125 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, the skeleton of continuous deformation analysis and visualisation of GPS CORS 

has been illustrated. A combination of strategy is devised to develop a compatible deformation 

detection software system for CORS coordinate monitoring. To attain the millimeter accuracy, 

some special processing strategies had been applied in the Bernese GPS software. Three types of 

output files from Bernese software were extracted for deformation detection and analysis. 

Consequently, a windows-based software system for GPS deformation detection via IWST and 

final S-transformation methods, called ConDAS, has been described. It has been proven to have 

potential for providing high-quality stability information for CORS network. The test results 

show the suitability of this software system for practical applications. Furthermore, the obtained 

results are very promising, indicating the suitability of combining IWST and final S-

transformation techniques for CORS coordinate monitoring. The future works tend to improve 
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the flexibility of this software system in terms of data searching, loading and code embedding 

towards a fully automated deformation monitoring system.  
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